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Art Assets
You should create several art assets now to prepare the project for coding.

Ground
To create the ground, follow these steps:
1. Open _Scene_0 and create a cube (GameObject > Create Other > Cube from the menu bar). Rename the cube to Ground. To
make a rectangular solid that is very wide in the x direction, set the transform of Ground to the following:

2. Create a new material (Assets > Create > Material) and name it Mat_Ground. Give it a brown color and attach it to the Ground
GameObject in the Hierarchy. (These actions are described in detail in the preceding chapter.)
3. Save your scene.

Directional Light
Next you want to drop a simple directional light into the scene, as follows:
1. From the menu bar, select GameObject > Create Other > Directional Light. One of the features of directional lights is that their
position doesn’t matter to the scene; only the rotation of a directional light is taken into consideration. That being the case, move
it out of the way by setting its transform to the following:

2. Save your scene.

Camera Settings
Camera settings are next:
1. Select the Main Camera in the Hierarchy and rename it to _Main Camera to keep it sorted at the top of the Hierarchy pane. Then
set its transform to the following:

2. Now set _Main Camera’s Projection to Orthographic and its Size to 10. Then choose a brighter background color to look more like
a blue sky. The final settings should look like Figure 29.1.
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Figure 29.1 _Main Camera settings for Transform and Camera components
3. Though you have used orthographic cameras before, the meaning of the Size setting was never really discussed. In an
orthographic projection, Size sets the distance from the center to the bottom of the camera view, so Size is half the height of
what the camera is able to see. You can see that illustrated now in the Game pane. Ground is at a y position of -10, and it is
perfectly bisected by the bottom of the Game window. Try changing the aspect ratio of the Game pane via the pop-up menu
highlighted in Figure 29.2. You will see that no matter what aspect ratio you select, the center of the Ground cube is still
positioned perfectly at the bottom of the Game pane. After you’ve explored this for a while, choose an aspect ratio of 16:9, as
shown the figure.
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Figure 29.2 Demonstration of the meaning of an orthographic camera size of 10
4. Save your scene. Always save your scene.

The Slingshot
We’ll make a simple slingshot out of three cylinders:
1. Start by creating an empty GameObject (GameObject > Create Empty). Change the GameObject’s name to Slingshot and set its
transform to the following:

2. Create a new cylinder (GameObject > Create Other > Cylinder) and change its name to Base. Drag it under Slingshot in the
Hierarchy, making Slingshot its parent. Click the disclosure triangle next to Slingshot and select Base again. Set Base’s
transform to the following:

When modifying the transform of a GameObject like Base that is the child of another GameObject, you’re working in local
coordinates, meaning that the position you’re setting is the position of Base relative to its parent Slingshot, not the position of
Base in global, world coordinates.
3. With Base selected, click the gear icon next to the Capsule Collider component in the Inspector and select Remove Component
(see Figure 29.3). This will remove the Collider component from Base.
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Figure 29.3 Removing the Collider Component
4. Create a new Material named Mat_Slingshot and color it a light yellow (or whatever color you want). Drag Mat_Slingshot onto
Base to apply the material to the GameObject.
5. Select Base in the Hierarchy pane and duplicate it by pressing Command-D on your keyboard (Control+D on Windows machines).
By duplicating, you ensure that the new duplicate is also a child of Slingshot and retains the Mat_Slingshot material. Change the
name of the new duplicate from Base to LeftArm. Set the transform of LeftArm to the following:

This makes one of the arms of the slingshot.
6. Select LeftArm in the Hierarchy and duplicate it (Command-D). Rename this instance RightArm. Set the transform of RightArm to
the following:

7. Select Slingshot in the Hierarchy. Add a Sphere Collider component to Slingshot (Component > Physics > Sphere Collider). Set
the Sphere Collider component to the settings shown in Figure 29.4.
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Figure 29.4 Settings for the Sphere Collider component of Slingshot
8. Make sure to set Is Trigger to true (checked). As you might expect, a collider with Is Trigger = true is known as a trigger. Triggers
are part of the physics simulation in Unity and send notifications when other colliders or triggers pass through them. However,
other objects don’t bounce off of triggers as they do normal colliders. We’ll use this large spherical trigger to handle the mouse
interaction with Slingshot.
9. Set the transform of Slingshot to the following:

This will ground it on the left side of the screen, and the 15° y rotation will give it a bit of dimensionality, even through an
orthographic camera.
10. Finally, you need to add a launch point to the slingshot that will give it a specific location from which to shoot the projectiles. Create
an empty GameObject (GameObject > Create Empty) and name it LaunchPoint. Drag LaunchPoint onto Slingshot in the
Hierarchy to make Slingshot its parent. Set the transform of LaunchPoint to the following:

The -15° y rotation of LaunchPoint in local coordinates causes LaunchPoint to be aligned with the xyz axes in world coordinates.
(That is, it removes the 15° rotation that was added to Slingshot.)
11. Save your scene.

Projectile
Next comes the projectile.
1. Create a sphere and name it Projectile. Select Projectile in the Hierarchy and attach a Rigidbody component (Component >
Physics > Rigidbody). This Rigidbody component will allow the projectile to be physically simulated, similar to the Apples in Apple
Picker.
2. Create a new material and name it Mat_Projectile. Make Mat_Projectile a dark gray color and apply it to Projectile.
3. Drag Projectile from the Hierarchy pane to the Project pane to make it a prefab. Then delete the Projectile instance that remains in
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the Hierarchy pane.
Your final Project and Hierarchy panes should look like those shown in Figure 29.5.

Figure 29.5 Project and Hierarchy panes prior to coding
4. Save your scene.
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